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Introduction
Bats are an important part of a well-functioning ecosystem. Information on bats living in
most metropolitan areas remains sparse. With advice from Portland Parks & Recreation (PP&R),
and Bureau of Environmental Services (BES) staff, the author developed a monitoring protocol
to gather presence/absence data on bat species in Portland. This protocol is part of the City of
Portland’s effort to better understand terrestrial species in the city. Two staff members and
several volunteers monitored five Portland parks and a nearby neighborhood every other week to
gather presence/absence data and gather information to increase understanding of how bats
utilize urban parks. Two sites were added late in the season to provide baseline data for
construction projects.
An AnaBat SD1 ultrasonic detector was the primary data collection device and species
were identified by spectrographs and visual observation of flight characteristics. Little Brown
Myotis (Myotis lucifugus) were present at seven locations; Big Brown Bats (Eptesicus fuscus)
and California Myotis (Myotis californicus) were present at five; Hoary Bats (Lasiurus cinereus)
and Yuma Myotis (Myotis yumanensis) were recorded at three locations and Silver-haired Bats
(Lasionycteris noctivagans) were recorded at two. No calls were recorded of Long-legged
Myotis (Myotis volans), Fringed Myotis (Myotis thysanodes), or Townsend’s Big-eared Bat
(Corynorhynus townsendii). The greatest number of species found at a single park was six: Big
Brown Bat, Silver-haired Bat, Little Brown Myotis, California Myotis, Yuma Myotis, and Longeared Myotis (Myotis evotis), at Whitaker Ponds Natural Area.
Information concerning bat species historically occurring in the City of Portland is
sparse. No data exist from pre-settlement times and museum specimens or recorded observations
are rare until bat research began in the mid to late 20th century. An historical bat species list for
Portland can be created only from extrapolating backwards in time from modern research in
habitats that used to exist in the city and from species’ range maps. This is an exercise of
subjective judgment, but provides a starting point for surveys and monitoring within the city
limits. In a matrix provided by Pat Ormsbee of USDA Forest Service (personal communication,
December 11, 2007), three species are reported in the city limits before 1982; a Big Brown Bat
captured in Northeast Portland in 1959; a Townsend’s Big-eared Bat captured in East Portland in
1928; and a visual observation of two Pallid Bats in the Portland Church Tower in 1927.
Current knowledge of bat species in the city has improved, benefiting from surveys and
research elsewhere in the region. For example, documents published by the Oregon Department
of Fish and Wildlife, including the Oregon Wildlife Diversity Plan (1993), Species at Risk:
Sensitive, Threatened and Endangered Vertebrates of Oregon (1996), and the Oregon
Conservation Strategy (2006) contain information about species that may occur in the city.
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The only known bat surveys in the Portland metropolitan area urban growth boundary
were conducted by J. Mark Perkins in 2003 (Perkins 2003). About half of the sites surveyed are
within the current city limits. These surveys utilized both mist netting techniques and AnaBat II
detectors. The results are the basis for the City of Portland’s current efforts. Using the Perkins
report and other information, the author created a matrix that catalogued species found in
specific city parks (Appendix 1).

Purpose
I. Objective:
The objective of this study is to establish presence/absence baseline data on bat species in
specific locations within the Portland city limits. A secondary objective is to install and monitor
several bat box designs for suitability in future projects.
II. Terrestrial Ecology Enhancement Strategy:
Portland’s City Council approved the Portland Watershed Management Plan (PWMP) in
March 2006. The City’s watershed health goals are inclusive of both the aquatic and the
terrestrial environments. The PWMP identifies development and integration of a terrestrial
component into watershed management as a high priority.
Development of a Terrestrial Ecology Enhancement Strategy (TEES) builds on previous
ongoing policies and programs. The purpose of this effort is to develop a common body of
information and agreed-upon priorities for conservation and restoration of terrestrial plant and
animal species and habitats in Portland, in a regional context. The TEES identifies the following
bat species as being “Special Status Species” 1 possibly occurring in the Portland area: Yuma
Myotis, Long-legged Myotis, Fringed Myotis, Long-eared Myotis, Silver-haired Bat, Hoary Bat,
and Townsend’s Big-eared Bat.
The overall goal is to take action, including altering management practices, to help
achieve the biological community goals set forth in the PWMP. Through the TEES process, the
City intends to manage projects and lands whenever possible to benefit bat species before any
are listed as threatened or endangered. Establishing baseline information and increasing internal
awareness in city bureaus are important to further this goal.
III. Public involvement and information:
Awareness of bats and the monitoring program was achieved through the recruitment of
volunteers to assist in monitoring and the showing of presentations detailing the program and
findings. Volunteers were recruited from within the staff of the Bureau of Environmental
Services and Americorps members from the Northwest Service Academy to assist with
monitoring. This helped us understand how we can incorporate volunteers in the program and
what difficulties would arise. Presentations were given to both general audiences and city
bureaus about bats, their benefits to the environment, and about our program to monitor them.
1

The term, “Special Status Species” is City of Portland term that includes wildlife species that are officially listed
by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife (Candidate, Threatened, Endangered, Species of Concern), Oregon Department of Fish
and Wildlife (Threatened, Endangered, State Sensitive, State Strategy), Oregon Natural Heritage Information Center
(Ranked or Listed), Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board (Priority), Partners In Flight (Focal Species), the
National Audubon Society (“watchlist”), and/or the Northwest Power and Conservation Council Willamette Basin
Subbasin Plan (Focal Species).
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Methods
I. Sites:
In order to be considered as a monitoring site, a park had to meet the following
parameters:
• Water onsite or within ¼ mile
• Some tree structure
• Accessible neighborhoods nearby to monitor
A project priority was to choose sites throughout the city. Staff from PP&R and BES
chose five sites: Pier Park, Whitaker Ponds Natural Area, Oaks Bottom Wildlife Refuge,
Westmoreland Park, and Marshall Park. Two monitoring sections were chosen within the park,
using aerial photos to locate the large trees, water bodies, and edge habitat. A third section was in
a nearby neighborhood, again using aerial photographs to locate the large street or yard trees.
There was no neighborhood section at Pier Park. Instead, monitoring took place along 3 forest
edge habitats. Oaks Bottom Wildlife Refuge was chosen to allow for comparison of data
gathered by Perkins in 2002/03. Monitors surveyed the Columbia Slough confluence at Kelley
Point Park late in the season to provide some baseline data for a BES project. Monitors surveyed
Whitaker Slough near Whitaker Ponds Natural Area by boat to test the effectiveness of
monitoring from the water.
The monitoring team, consisting of staff from the BES and PP&R, discussed two
strategies during the creation of the 2008 monitoring protocol: a wide-coverage strategy and an
in-depth strategy. Ideally, both strategies should be put into practice simultaneously, but this
requires an additional bat detector and one person dedicated to each strategy.
The wide-coverage strategy, which involves monitoring many sites around the city with
few repeat visits at any one site, provides a big picture of most species are present and absent in
the city limits. This approach does not gather seasonal data or migration and hibernation patterns.
Also, roosting or habitat associations are difficult to actively search for, except by guess-work.
The in-depth coverage strategy, which involves monitoring a few sites repeatedly
throughout the season, has the advantage of being able to gather more reliable information for
specific sites. Monitors familiar with the area’s bats can move around a park to locate night
roosts and day roosts, monitor seasonal changes like migration and hibernation, and narrow
down to specific tree species or other habitat associations. This strategy does not involve
gathering city-wide presence or absence data unless it is done over many years, or done with
many monitors and detectors in a single year.
Given the lack of information regarding emergence time, foraging or roosting
preferences, and migration/hibernation times, the monitoring team decided to visit fewer sites on
a regular basis and gather as much anecdotal information covering these parameters as possible.
Further, it was decided to visit each site in sequence, and repeat the sequence for the duration of
the monitoring season, i.e. until bats were no longer found. With only two dedicated monitors,
approximately three nights per week were given to monitoring, resulting in each site being
monitored twice per month.
Following information from Hayes and Gruver (2000), that found that both Myotis and
non-Myotis species activity was highest in the first 5% of the night, monitoring began at sunset
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and took place at each section for 25 minutes, completing about 1 ½ hours after sunset. Monitors
walked through the sections to record bats. Upon return visits to a site, the section monitoring
order was altered, e.g. Marshall Park, July 15th – sections 1, 2, 3. Marshall Park, July 22nd sections 3, 1, 2. Marshall Park, August 5th – sections 3, 2, 1.
II. Bat Detector:
The two detectors utilized by other agencies are AnaBat Detectors (Titley Electronics,
AUS) and Pettersson Detectors (Pettersson Elektronik, AB, SWE). Both units have advantages
and disadvantages. The Pettersson must be tuned to the frequency range at which the bat species
calls. The AnaBat constantly scans a wide frequency range. The AnaBat SD1 model connects to
a Hewlett Packard PDA, and allows viewing of bat call graphs in real time. The Pettersson unit is
mobile, but must be attached to a computer or laptop to view the bat calls.
The monitoring team chose the AnaBat SD1 for its mobility and ease of use, allowing
volunteers to find exactly where bats are utilizing sites.
The option of mist netting was explored, but, with training and pre-exposure rabies shots,
staff considered it beyond the scope of a project utilizing volunteers.
The range at which bat calls are detected is about 150 feet. To monitor in the rain the
detector can be wrapped in cellophane cling-wrap. This reduces the range at which calls can be
detected, with no other deleterious effects. Bat calls are highly reflective, meaning that calls from
within or behind foliage are distorted, though recognizable as bat calls. Broadleaf trees create
this effect more so than needle-bearing trees.
III. Species identification and confidence levels:
Monitors identified species by analyzing the bat calls and visual observations of
behavior. Staff analyzed and compared spectrographs created by the AnaBat to examples
obtained from bat call libraries at the University of New Mexico and University of Wyoming
websites (Keinath, Doug; Sanchez-Brown, T.C.). Species are identified by the kilohertz range of
the calls and the shape of the graph. Monitors carried a factsheet outlining species’
characteristics, such as flight and foraging patterns, at each monitoring session and recorded field
notes to assist in species identification (Appendix 2).
Identification by spectrograph and visual observation is difficult for certain species,
particularly those with similar call graphs. Interpreting a spectrograph remains a subjective
judgment. Bat species have different calls for their situation (search call, feeding buzz, etc.), and
individuals may vary from the species norm. Big Brown Bat calls are often extremely difficult to
differentiate from Silver-haired Bat calls (Figure 1). Visual observation often provides the only
discerning factor. Yuma Myotis and California Myotis calls are also hard to distinguish. Visual
clues could not be used as these bats were not seen, except for brief glimpses, and some were
recorded in or near broadleaf trees which distorted the calls.
For the database, calls were identified to species if possible, or categorized more
generally if unclear. The general categories are:
•
•

25khz bat: These are calls which could not be distinguished between Big Brown Bat or
Silver-haired Bat.
50khz myotis: These are calls which could not be distinguished between Yuma Myotis or
California Myotis.
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•

Myotis spp.: These calls could not be identified beyond the Myotis genera.
Unknown: These calls are too indistinct to identify.

Figure 1. Big Brown Bat call – nearly indistinguishable from Silver-haired Bat call. Visual
observation, “flying ~15’ straight and fast,” confirms species.
Because these could be Special Status Species (Silver-haired Bat, Yuma Myotis, Longeared Myotis), confidence levels were assigned to the data to reveal both the data certainties and
the probabilities which may aid future monitoring and management efforts. Confidence levels
are based on spectrograph analysis and, when applicable, visual observation of behavior.
•
•
•

High confidence was determined by positive identification of the spectographs and visual
observation.
Medium confidence was determined when one call resembled two species and a visual of
behavior suggested one species over the other.
Low confidence was determined when one call resembled two species and visual
observation was lacking or non-descript.

IV. Habitat parameters:
Habitat data are important in making decisions for future monitoring protocols and bat
habitat management. Monitors identified plant species at each site, measured tree heights with a
clinometer, and measured tree spacing and canopy spread with a measuring tape. Monitors
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measured the area of water bodies on Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and rounded
calculations to the nearest decimal.

Results
I. Species found during monitoring:
Figure 2 charts the species found and the locations in which they were found. White,
(left) columns are regionally common species. Yellow (central) columns are TEES Special
Status Species. Gray (right) columns are calls which could not be identified to species. In the
High Confidence chart, species are listed in descending order of prevalence from left to right.
Monitoring sites are listed in descending order of species diversity from top to bottom. Calls
noted at 25khz in the High confidence chart may be noted as Big Brown Bat or Silver-haired Bat
in the Medium or Low confidence chart, depending on visual observation.
Whitaker Ponds had the greatest species diversity, with six species found, and Little
Brown Myotis was the most prevalent species, found at all seven sites monitored.
II. Habitat associations:
Common association is based on how bats utilized habitats and surroundings. Each site
comprises different habitat types and surroundings so data gathered by location provide habitat
association information.
Staff measured all trees in which bats were recorded during monitoring. These trees are
all 45 feet tall or greater. Monitors recorded bats at lower heights in those trees, but the trees
were all above 45 feet tall. This may be a consequence of the structure of a tree in older age
classes.
Little Brown Myotis was the most widespread species, found at all 7 sites surveyed. Big
Brown Bats and California Myotis’ were found at five sites. These species are not listed as
“Special Status Species” in the Terrestrial Ecology Enhancement Strategy, and monitoring
confirmed their common presence.
Monitors recorded Hoary Bats in Marshall Park, Oaks Bottom Wildlife Refuge, and Pier
Park. These sites have the highest amount of tree cover and are part of, or near, large tracts of
natural habitat. Marshall Park is connected to Tryon Creek State Natural Area, Oaks Bottom
Wildlife Refuge is 140 acres of natural area, and Pier Park is 0.3 miles from Smith & Bybee
Wetlands Natural Area. This suggests Hoary Bats may have an association with large areas of
contiguous habitat in urban landscapes.
Monitors found Yuma Myotis’ only at Whitaker Ponds Natural Area and Westmoreland
Park. These sites have significant amounts of open water available year-round. Monitoring
confirmed Yuma Myotis’ association with open water, consistent with multiple studies in Verts
and Carraway (1998).
Monitors found Silver-haired Bats at five sites, but with different levels of confidence.
Silver-haired Bat calls can impossible to distinguish from Big Brown Bat calls. Research
indicates a strong association with coniferous forests in Oregon (Verts and Carraway, 1998), but
only two monitored sites, Pier Park and Marshall Park, have those conditions. Staff remain
unsure of the data to make any associations.
III. Seasonal differences:
Monitoring started on June 25th and continued through August 6th. Monitoring re-started
on September 23rd and continued until October 8th, when bats were no longer seen or recorded.
Thus, monitoring took place in the height of summer and early fall. Monitors noticed two
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Figure 2: Bat species found in Portland Parks 2008.
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changes across that time. More 50 kHz myotis calls were recorded late, and Hoary Bats were no
longer recorded after August. In the future, consistent monitoring from early spring until late fall
will provide more clear data on seasonal changes.
The abundance of Yuma Myotis and California Myotis calls increased later in the season,
particularly at Westmoreland Park and Whitaker Ponds. Fifteen 50 kHz myotis calls were
recorded between July 2nd and August 6th. An equal number were recorded between September
23rd and October 8th, or about half the time. This corresponds with a decline in the number of
Little Brown Myotis calls recorded across the same time and locations. Studies in other areas
found that insect species eaten by Yuma Myotis changed during the season, meaning that
monitors may have witnessed a change in foraging time or place as the insect population
changed with the season (Verts and Carraway 1998). Monitors recorded Hoary Bats at multiple
sites between July 2nd and August 6th, yet no calls were recorded anywhere after September 23rd.
Evidence exists that suggests seasonal movement of Hoary Bats (Verts and Carraway 1998).
Hoary Bats in surveyed sites possibly traveled elsewhere between August 6th and September
23rd.
The number of bats seen and recorded fell substantially between August 6th and
September 23rd, when no monitoring took place. Between September 30th and October 8th,
monitoring took place 5 times at 5 locations, yet bats were recorded only on October 1st by boat
on Whitaker Slough. The National Weather Service Forecast Office (www.weather.gov) reports
overnight lows in the 50 degree F range from September 30th until October 7th, when lows drop
into the 40 degree F range. Day time highs vary greatly, between 59 degrees F and 73 degrees F.
This may account for a decline in prey species, but insect abundance was not measured during
this study.
IV. Pier Park: N. Lombard St. and N. Bruce Ave.
Pier Park (Figure 3) is an 87 acre park acquired in 1920. The park contains ball fields, a
skate park, a swimming pool, nature trails, and a frisbee-golf course. Monitors surveyed a 64
acre section of the park comprised mainly of Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) trees with
scattered Western Redcedar (Thuja plicata), Giant Sequoia (Sequoiadendron giganteum) and
Coast Redwood (Sequoia sempervirens) trees. Big-leaf Maple (Acer macrophyllum), Vine Maple
(Acer circinatum), and Beaked Hazelnut (Corylus cornuta) trees exist throughout as under story
trees. The ground is covered almost exclusively in grass at various stages of mowing. Grass
height did not exceed 2 ½ feet during our monitoring. Monitoring focused at the edge habitat of
the conifer stands. Section 1 is a 3.75 acre baseball field edged on two sides by Douglas-fir trees
and Giant Sequoia trees. Trees of common height around the ball field are 176 feet tall and 168
feet tall for the Douglas-firs, and 149 feet tall for the Sequoias. Section 2 is a 3.5 acre section
covered in grass and scattered Big-leaf Maples between 60 and 75 feet tall. The grasses were
mown here during August. Section 3 is a 1.8 acre section covered in grasses with one large Black
Cottonwood (Populus balsamifera ssp trichocarpa), 119 feet tall, and several scattered Big-leaf
Maples, between 60 and 75 feet tall.
In four visits to Pier Park, monitors identified four species with a high level of
confidence: Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus), Little Brown Myotis (Myotis lucifugus), Hoary
Bat (Lasiurus cinereus), and Silver-haired Bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans).
Monitors recorded 53 calls at Pier Park. Bats were regularly seen flying at or over the
canopy of the Douglas-fir trees 15 minutes, or more, after sunset. At that height, bat calls are out
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Figure 3: Pier Park, N. Lombard St. and N. Bruce Ave.
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of range of our detector. Monitors recorded calls when bats flew lower, generally 20 to 25
minutes after emergence.
Forty-seven recorded calls were in the 25 kHz range, either Big Brown Bat or Silverhaired Bat. Two calls were identified as Little Brown Myotis, one call was identified as a Hoary
Bat, and three calls were unidentifiable.
The greatest number of bats visible at one time while monitoring occurred at Pier Park.
Monitors saw and counted 10-15 bats flying over the ball field at approximately 20-30 feet high.
Calls recorded during this time were all 25 kHz bat calls, though not every bat was recorded.
On July 3rd and July 31st, monitors recorded 25 kHz calls coming from Big-leaf Maple
trees along the forest/grassland edge and on the path under the conifer trees. These were
indistinguishable between Big Brown Bats and Silver-haired Bats. Monitors did not see bats
flying or in the tree, but call repetition suggest that the bats were stationary. This is consistent
with data collected on Big Brown Bats in Yosemite National Park (Pierson, Rainey, Chow
2006).
Monitors saw 2 Barn Owls (Tyto alba) flying over-head on July 3rd and September 25th.
On both occasions, bats were no longer seen or recorded after the Owls flew by.
The small number of Myotis species calls may be explained by the lack of water bodies
in the park. More Hoary Bat calls were expected, due to the large conifer forest structure. Many
bats were seen flying above the tree canopy, but were out of range of the detector. Utilizing a
means to monitor from an elevated platform may provide better data in this site, or similar sites
next year.
V. Whitaker Ponds Natural Area: 7040 NE 47th Ave.
Whitaker Ponds (Figure 4) is a 14.2 acre natural area acquired by the city in 1998. Part of
the site was once a junk yard full of scrap metal, old cars, and tires. After public acquisition, the
site was cleaned up and restored with thousands of native plants. In Section 1, monitors surveyed
around the west pond, 252 square feet in size, with an average depth of 3 feet. The pond is
surrounded by Black Cottonwood trees, both alive and dead. A significant riparian under story
composed of Western Redcedar, Grand Fir (Abies grandis), Oregon Ash (Fraxinus latifolia),
Red Alder (Alnus rubra), Vine Maple, Red Elderberry (Sambucus racemosa), Snowberry
(Symphoricarpos albus), Red-osier Dogwood (Cornus sericea), Oregon Grape (Mahonia
aquifolium), and native Rose species (Rosa spp.) exists around the pond. The riparian plants are
10 years old or younger. Section 2 is a 1.75 acre baseball field directly between the west pond
and the Whitaker Slough. Two average sized Black Cottonwood trees between the ball field and
pond were measured at 79 feet and 111 feet high. The area surrounding the public property is
heavily industrialized, having few trees, large parking lots and single story industrial-type
buildings. Section 3, Whitaker and Columbia Sloughs (70-100 feet wide at high water), was
monitored from the NE 47th Avenue bridges. The sloughs are edged by a few Cottonwood and
Maple trees and large Himalayan Blackberry (Rubus armeniacus) thickets.
In four visits to Whitaker Ponds, monitors identified six species with a high level of
confidence: Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus), Little Brown Myotis (Myotis lucifugus), Silverhaired Bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans), California Myotis (Myotis californicus), Yuma Myotis
(Myotis yumanensis) and Long Eared Myotis (Myotis evotis).
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Figure 4: Whitaker Ponds Natural Area, 7040 NE 47th Ave.
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Monitors recorded 63 total calls at Whitaker Ponds Natural Area, with an additional 11
calls recorded on Whitaker Slough by boat. No species is predominantly represented in the data.
Staff identified six species, which represents the highest species diversity of all sites monitored.
Monitors consistently recorded Big Brown Bats and Little Brown Myotis at the Section 1
dock. One call each was recorded of California Myotis and Long-eared Myotis. Eight calls are
unidentifiable beyond the Myotis genera. On July 9, a Big Brown Bat and a Vaux’s Swift
(Chaetura vauxi) flew together in the air. It is not known if this was a territorial issue, an attempt
to capture the same prey, or another issue. It appeared that the
bat flew towards the Swift, instigating the encounter. At the ball field, monitors recorded the
same species that were present at the pond. As the pond and the ball field are separated only by
a row of Black Cottonwood trees, bats likely fly through the whole area.
On all four occasions, monitors recorded 50 kHz myotis calls in deciduous trees hanging
over the Slough. Bats were not seen flying or within the trees, but call repetition suggests that the
bats remained stationary while calling. Monitors recorded an equal number of 50 kHz myotis
calls on October 1st as had been recorded in 4 previous attempts. This increase in the number of
50 kHz calls corresponds with data collected from Westmoreland Park over the same period.
On June 25th, monitors surveyed in the neighborhoods of NE Buffalo Street along
Whitaker Slough, and NE Crystal Lane along Columbia Slough, but no bats were seen or
recorded. The area is completely developed with few trees or shrubs.
V-a. Whitaker Slough.
On October 1st, monitors attempted to monitor Whitaker Slough by boat. The area
covered started at the Whitaker Slough dock in Whitaker Ponds Natural Area and continued 0.2
miles west to a large snag and a stand of cottonwoods (Figure 4-a). The Slough is between 70100 feet wide at high water, and is edged by a few Cottonwood and Maple trees, large
Himalayan Blackberry thickets, and a second year restoration site.
In one visit to Whitaker Slough, monitors identified four species with a high level of
confidence: Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus), Little Brown Myotis (Myotis lucifugus),
California Myotis (Myotis californicus), and Yuma Myotis (Myotis yumanensis).
Monitors recorded 11 calls along Whitaker Slough. Nine calls were myotis species: Little
Brown Myotis, California Myotis, and Yuma Myotis. One Big Brown Bat call was recorded.
Staff could not identify 1 call.
Monitors saw and recorded the first bat at 7:11 pm. This was a 50 kHz bat and flew into
a small stand of cottonwoods. At a large maple that hangs over the Slough, a 50 kHz bat call,
possibly a Yuma, was recorded. Monitors recorded more calls, thought to be roosting, from this
maple tree. Near the bridge, monitors saw and recorded bats flying fast and low over the water.
These were all 50 kHz calls. Monitors were unsure if the bats were drinking, but one feeding
buzz was recorded.
Though a fun exercise, boat monitoring should only be attempted during high water
times. Late in the season, water is low and darkness falls quickly. It is very difficult to see
obstacles in the water. This could lead to safety issues.
VI. Westmoreland Park: SE McLoughlin Blvd. and SE Bybee Blvd.
Westmoreland Park (Figure 5) is a 42 acre park acquired in 1927. It is an open expanse
of fields including a baseball field, football field, soccer field, softball field, basketball court,
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Figure 4-a: Area of Whitaker Slough monitored by boat.
tennis court, paths, a playground, a 3.1 acre casting pond, and a 2.2 acre duck pond. Large trees
of multiple genera, Oak (Quercus spp.), Ash (Fraxinus spp.), Pine (Pinus spp.), Cedar (Thuja
spp.), Larch (Larix spp.), and Sequioa (Sequoiadendron spp.) are scattered on site, but are spaced
such that they do not form a continuous canopy. Crystal Springs, a channelized creek
approximately 15 feet wide and 3 feet deep, runs through the park from north to south. Several
unknown non-native trees between 25-30 feet tall shade the creek, and there are newly planted
native riparian plants (<5 feet tall) along the banks. The creek flows through a pond of about 2.2
acres in the park. Section 1 covered Crystal Springs and the pond. Section 2 covered the Giant
Sequoia trees around a 3.1 acre casting pond. Section 3 is a neighborhood 3 blocks west of the
park on SE 20th Avenue between SE Lambert Street and SE Rex Street.
In five visits to Westmoreland Park, monitors identified four species with a high level of
confidence: Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus), Little Brown Myotis (Myotis lucifugus),
California Myotis (Myotis californicus), and Yuma Myotis (Myotis yumanensis). We identified,
with low confidence: Silver-haired Bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans).
Monitors recorded 92 calls at Westmoreland Park, the highest number of calls from any
of the monitored sites. Of those 92 calls, 75 were of the Myotis genera. The remaining 17 calls
comprised mostly Big Brown Bats. Myotis species outnumber other bats in this park by a
significant margin.
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Figure 5: Westmoreland Park, SE McLoughlin Blvd. and SE Bybee Blvd.
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The entire length of Crystal Springs is utilized by bats to forage for insects, except a
small section in the middle of the park. Ultra-sonic noise, possibly from water pumps,
was detected between the footbridge marking the south end of the pond and the footbridge by the
basketball court. Monitors did not see or record bats in this area. Areas of Crystal Springs most
utilized by bats have plants and shrubs creating a barrier at the water’s edge. On July 16th and
July 30th, bats were witnessed drinking from Crystal Springs and landing under the footbridge of
the north pond. Monitors recorded more bats than could be seen. On September 24th, monitors
witnessed this situation over the entire pond. Bats were not recorded foraging over the water
when wind caused riffles on the water’s surface.
Bats utilized clusters of Giant Sequoia trees on the north, south, and east sides of the
casting pond. Myotis species were predominant in the trees: Monitors recorded 15 Little Brown
Myotis calls and five 25 kHz calls. Bat activity focused in two of the Sequoia clusters - Five
trees on the north side of the pond and six trees on the south side. These trees have full foliage all
the way down to the ground. The trees of the north group are the largest, having a greater canopy
spread and smaller gap between them. Spacing in the north group averages 37 feet. The height of
the 3rd tallest tree is 94 feet. Monitors made an attempt to identify these trees as day roosts on
October 8th, but no bats were recorded anywhere that night. Spacing in the south group averages
35 feet and the height of tallest tree is 88 feet. Trees on the east side of the pond are shorter with
greater distance between them. Monitors recorded less activity here. In all three clusters,
monitors saw and recorded bats flying between trees. Feeding buzzes were recorded from within
the foliage and between the trees.
Monitors recorded only one call in the neighborhood of SE 20th Avenue and SE Rex
Drive, during three attempts. The call was a 25 kHz bat.
The preponderance of water in the park may explain why the myotis species are well
represented here. Monitors made no tallies, but the high number of recorded calls matches
observers’ feelings that there are a large number of bats that use the park. The park’s controlled,
open development makes it easiest to observe bats of any of the sites visited. Crystal Springs is
lined with trails and foot bridges and the trees on site are well maintained and spaced, providing
ample access and open lines of sight. In the neighborhoods west of the park, there are few bat
preferred habitat features; few large trees, no open water, homes and yards are well manicured.
This may explain the lack of bats detected in the neighborhood section.
VII. Oaks Bottom Wildlife Refuge: SE 7th Ave and SE Sellwood Blvd.
Oaks Bottom Wildlife Refuge (Figure 6) is a 170-acre natural area park located along the east
bank of the Willamette River. Monitoring took place in the northern-most 16 acres of the refuge,
a narrow strip of land from 450 to 500 feet wide, between the Willamette River and the
neighborhoods on the bluff. The site contains a mix of Black Cottonwood, Oregon Ash, Oregon
White Oak (Quercus garryana), and Willow (Salix spp.) trees growing amongst grasslands.
Trees here are of two general heights, 45-50 feet and 65-70 feet, suggesting generational
succession. Two vernal ponds are in the area, one natural and one man-made (total 1.5 acres).
The ponds held water into the second week of July, so the area was relatively dry for most of the
monitoring season. Section 1 covered the man-made vernal pond; Section 2, included the trees
south of the ponds; and Section 3, the neighborhood of SE 15th Avenue between SE Knight
Street and SE Ellis Street.
In five visits to Oaks Bottom Wildlife Refuge, monitors identified five species with a
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Figure 6: Oaks Bottom Wildlife Refuge, SE 7th Ave and SE Sellwood Blvd.
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high level of confidence: Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus), Silver-haired Bat (Lasionycteris
noctivagans), Hoary Bat (Lasiurus cinereus), Little Brown Myotis (Myotis lucifugus), and
California Myotis (Myotis californicus).
Monitors recorded 70 bat calls in Oaks Bottom and the neighborhood: 46 calls were 25
kHz bats, either Big Brown Bat, Silver-haired Bat, or indistinguishable between the two species.
Eleven Hoary Bat calls were recorded on one night, but monitors believed this to be 1-4 bats
flying circuits. Monitors recorded 8 Little Brown Myotis calls on 3 nights.
Important factors in this section of the park are the amount of water in the vernal ponds
and the wind. Both are likely to play an important role in their effects on flying insects. Monitors
recorded bats over the man-made pond when there was water in it. When the pond was dry, bats
were recorded at the edge of the forested sections surrounding the pond. South of the vernal
ponds, an area which has sporadic grassy meadow gaps in the forest, wind is the important
factor. Monitors recorded no bats when it was windy in the open pond area, yet several were
recorded in the gaps of the forested areas. The wind was broken by the trees and substantially
less here. Insect abundance was not recorded, but it is probable that the bats followed insect prey
into the tree cover.
In the meadow gaps area, monitors witnessed Big Brown Bats and Hoary Bats flying
circuits or loops. On July 24th and August 21st, monitors saw and made three recordings of one
Big Brown Bat and one Hoary Bat coming together or colliding in the air. Recordings show no
feeding buzz for either bat, though the calls show some increase in range and frequency,
particularly for the Hoary Bat (Figure 7). To monitors, it appeared that the Hoary Bat was flying
at the Big Brown Bat. It is not known if this was a territorial issue or some other issue. A large
bird, possibly a Great Horned Owl (Bubo virginianus) was seen in this area at the end of
monitoring on July 10th.
Monitors surveyed the neighborhood of SE 15th Avenue between SE Ellis Street and SE
Knight Street on three occasions. Bats were not seen but monitors recorded calls near a Coast
Redwood at the end of SE Ramona Street, and near the large Oaks at the corner of SE 15th
Avenue and SE Ellis Street. These trees are the most convenient marker for the area and it is not
conclusive that they were associated with bat activity.
By September 26th, monitors saw only three bats. These were flying circuits over the
vernal pond area. These were recorded and identified as Big Brown Bats.
Monitoring in areas of the refuge farther south may provide more species diversity. Data
gathered by Perkins (2003) found three more species, Yuma Myotis, Long-eared Myotis, and
Long-legged Myotis. These may have been found around the wetlands and pond in the southern
section of the park. Trees in the north section are relatively small, though several snags exist.
Larger trees and water are more prevalent in the southern half of the refuge.
VII. Marshall Park: SW 12th Drive.
Marshall Park (Figure 8) is a 26 acre park acquired by the city in 1948. It is a forested
natural area covered primarily in Douglas-fir, Western Redcedar, Big-leaf Maple, and Grand Fir.
Marshall Park is located in the middle of a 400-foot-wide canyon. The canyon is a natural
drainage basin formed by the west slope of the Palatine Hills, the hills northwest of Mt. Sylvania,
and by Tryon Creek which runs through it. Monitors surveyed two sections of the park and in a
nearby neighborhood. Section 1 is comprised of a small tributary creek under a closed canopy of
Douglas-fir and Western Redcedar trees. There is an under story shrub layer of Vine Maples and
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Figure 7. Recordings of Hoary Bat and Big Brown Bat coming together in the air at Oaks
Bottom.
Beaked Hazelnuts where sunlight peaks through the canopy. The predominant groundcover is
Sword Fern (Polystichum munitum), with scattered English Ivy (Hedera helix), Low Oregon
Grape (Mahonia nervosa) and Inside-out flower (Vancouveria hexandra). Water volume and
flow in the tributary decreased as the season progressed, but never fully dried. Section 2 is
comprised of more upland habitat, with Douglas-fir, Big-leaf Maple, and Grand Fir forming the
canopy. Under story plants are fewer, primarily Sword Fern and Low Oregon Grape. Young
Western Redcedars (<30 feet) also grow throughout this area. Section 3 is located at the corner
of SW 17th Avenue and SW Taylor’s Ferry Road. Large Douglas-fir trees are in the yards
surrounding the area, and Marquam Rain Garden, a 2,400 square foot bioswale, exists at the
street corners.
In five visits to Marshall Park, monitors identified three species with a high level of
confidence: Hoary Bat (Lasiurus cinereus), Little Brown Myotis (Myotis lucifugus), and
20

Figure 8: Marshall Park, SW 12th Drive.
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California Myotis (Myotis californicus). We identified, with medium confidence: Silver-haired
Bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans).
Monitors recorded 20 calls in five visits to Marshall Park. Little Brown Myotis was most
predominant with 10 calls, 4 calls each for California Myotis and Hoary Bats, and one each of
Silver-haired Bat and unidentifiable.
The closed canopy makes Marshall Park a difficult place to monitor bats. Calls are often
distorted by foliage and lack of light under the trees obscures visibility. On July 8th, 22nd and
September 30th monitors neither saw nor recorded any bats. While there are many large trees,
there is no ideal edge habitat and little water in mid to late summer. It is possible that bats are
foraging above the canopy throughout the park. Monitors could neither see bats nor record calls
through the foliage. Monitoring this site in the spring may prove more fruitful.
With data from only two visits to this site, little can be extrapolated. For reference,
however, observer notes are written here.
Marshall Park was one of three sites where monitors recorded Hoary Bat calls, along with
Oaks Bottom Wildlife Refuge and Pier Park. These three sites are part of, or near, large natural
areas, in contrast with the other two sites. Monitors did not record Big Brown Bat calls at this
site. Monitors saw, on one occasion, bats that flew with Big
Brown Bat characteristics at the top of the Douglas-fir trees but they were out of range of the
detector. Monitors recorded four calls at the neighborhood site, on August 5th only. These bats
were not seen, but identified later as three Hoary Bat calls and one Silver-haired Bat call.
IX. Kelley Point Park: N. Marine Dr. and N. Lombard St.
Kelley Point Park (Figure 8) is a 108 acre park on a point of land between the Columbia
River, Willamette River, and the Columbia Slough. It contains open fields of mown grass amidst
a forest of Black Cottonwood trees. To gather data for a BES project happening in the Columbia
Slough along the southwest border of the park, monitors surveyed the beach and riparian area
between the mouth of the Slough and the N Marine Drive/N Lombard Street bridge.
In two visits to Kelley Point Park, monitors identified one species: Little Brown Myotis
(Myotis lucifugus).
Late in the season, monitors surveyed along the Columbia Slough in Kelley Point Park to
gather baseline data for a BES project happening in the Slough there. The site was surveyed on
September 23rd and October 7th. On September 23rd, monitors heard at least 2 owls calling in the
Cottonwood trees near the bridge. Two bats were seen and recorded flying at the edge of the
trees. These calls were identified as Little Brown Myotis. Monitors proceeded to the mouth of
the Slough, but no bats were seen or recorded. On October 7th, no bats were seen or recorded
anywhere.
X. Data gaps:
Scheduling of staff dedicated to monitoring caused the greatest data gap. Data were
gathered over a 7 week period, from June 25th to August 6th. Due to lack of staff, monitoring was
then postponed. Monitoring resumed for a three week period from September 23rd to October 8th.
The monitoring season ended when bats were no longer seen or recorded.
Monitors found no day roosts in any of the parks and night roosts were found only at
Westmoreland Park. The tall trees at Pier Park and Marshall Park may provide both day and
night roosts, but there are no data to confirm this. Day roosts are usually found through radio
tracking by applying a transmitter to bats that are caught during mist netting.
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Figure 9: Kelley Point Park, N. Marine Dr. and N. Lombard St.
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In urban neighborhoods near the parks monitors recorded significantly fewer calls than
from within the parks. Many people report seeing bats in their neighborhoods, which could be
observations of bats traveling from roost sites to foraging sites, but the reliability of this
information varies greatly.
Only a small portion of the city can be monitored with one AnaBat detector. This gives
an incomplete picture of which bat species utilize the city’s parks and neighborhoods at the
current moment.

Suggestions for future studies
I. Monitoring for presence/absence of bats:
A continuation of the 2008 strategy is suggested to create a multi-year effort to gather
presence/absence data around the city in the in-depth coverage strategy. Choosing different sites
around the city each year allows for a big picture view of bat species in the city without incurring
the costs of additional bat detectors and staff time.
The original sites chosen for surveying during the 2008 season are:
• Pier Park
• Whitaker Ponds Natural Area
• Westmoreland Park
• Oaks Bottom Wildlife Refuge
Marshall Park was added early on to gather information for a new habitat and trails plan.
Late in the season, the confluence of the Columbia Slough at the south end of Kelley Point Park
was visited twice to gather baseline data for an upcoming enhancement project. On one occasion,
monitors surveyed the Whitaker Slough by boat instead of monitoring the normal sections at
Whitaker Ponds.
The author suggests sites for the 2009 season based on lessons learned at the 2008 sites:
o At least one site in each watershed
o Sites should be within ¼ of a mile of water
o Large trees (>50’) on site or adjacent to site
o Each site should be comprised of a different habitat type
Possible sites, the watershed in which they are located, and their habitat type:
Columbia Slough Watershed
• Kelley Point Park – Bottomland hardwood forest.
Johnson Creek Watershed
• Powell Butte Nature Park – Conifer forest, grasslands
• BES Brownwoods project area – Restoration site.
Fanno/Tryon Creek Watershed
• Gabriel Park – Developed park with wooded areas
• BES Tryon Creek confluence project – Restoration site.
Willamette River Watershed
• Elk Rock Island – Grassland, Oak/Doug-fir woodlands
• Oaks Bottom Wildlife Refuge – Bat boxes.
• Ross Island complex – Bottomland hardwood forest.
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II. Artificial structures:
Artificial structures such as bat boxes, bat bark, and bat condos can provide an important
part of bat habitat if suitable natural structures do not exist. Natural structures include caves, rock
outcrops, snags with flaking or peeling bark, and snags with internal cavities. Many types of
artificial structures are utilized by bats. These include structures intended to be bat habitat and
those that are not intended to be bat habitat. Bridges and culverts with proper features, home
attics, sheds, barns, and abandoned mines are some of the unintended artificial structures bats
use.
Artificial structures for bats are designed to criteria that bats prefer (Bat Conservation
International, 2008). Some of these criteria are baffles with ¾ inch gaps, seams sealed, and
proper exposure to sunlight. However, it is important to keep in mind that these structures are
often easy targets for predators and the building criteria do not guarantee bats will utilize the
structures. Currently, information of all the requirements and environmental conditions which
will lead to success in every artificial structure does not exist.
Bat boxes are the most popular form of artificial structure. There are many designs to
choose from, but successful occupation by bats in each design varies across the country. Building
and locating more than one design may prove the best option (M. Schnoes, BLM, personal
communication, July 1, 2008).
Bat bark is designed to mimic exfoliating bark on large snags. US Forest Service
biologists designed it to aid bats which utilize bark crevices, particularly in areas where dead,
standing trees are few. It is cast from polyurethane or fiberglass molds taken of the bark of living
trees (Bat Conservation International, 2008). Information on how widely bat bark is used or what
are the success rates is unknown.
Bat condo is a general term for large bat boxes to full bat houses. Condos can hold
hundreds or thousands of bats. Designs vary, but generally resemble a small shed or a pitched
roof high up on stilts. Bat condos are primarily utilized where a large colony of bats must be
relocated. The condo is intended to be the colony’s new home. The cost of design, permitting,
and building can be high.
Snag creation is an artificial means of creating natural habitat. Methods include topping
and girdling existing trees. Snags killed by mechanical means tend to decay from the outside in,
never forming a hollow cavity structure. Hollow cavities are created in living trees by heartrot
decay organisms over many years (Mellen, Kim, et al. 2006). It is important to note that bats
typically use snags that are taller than the surrounding canopy (Mellen, Kim, et al. 2006). Studies
suggest that bats use exfoliating bark (Pierson et al. 2006, Wunder and Carey 1996) or large
hollow cavities (Pierson et al. 2006, Driessche et al. 1999, Zielinski and Gellman 1998) to roost
in. Significantly tall or large native trees in the city limits are rare enough to dismiss this option,
but creating snags out of non-native/invasive trees is an alternative that should be considered.
Any of the options listed above are suitable for installation within the city and should be
utilized if suitable sites and conditions exist. For the current purpose, program staff suggest
building more bat boxes. These have more flexibility in location, are easier to build and monitor,
and can be created with relatively little investment.
Successful occupation of bat boxes by bats is never guaranteed, but the chances can be
increased with any box design by following these general criteria (Bat Conservation International
2008):
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•
•
•
•
•

Boxes should be sealed at the seams to prevent wind and rain leakage inside the box. Bats
are highly sensitive to temperature changes and select roosts on stable and warm ambient
temperature.
In the Portland area, boxes should be painted black to absorb as much solar heat as
possible during the day.
Internal cavities should be no more than ¾ inch wide. This provides tight conditions to
keep bats warm, reduce the ease by which predators may get to them, and prevents
hornets and wasps from creating a hive in the cavities.
Predator guards should be installed. These differ for the design of the box, but should
prevent animals climbing to the boxes and/or perching on top.
Boxes should be placed on their own post or on the side of a building, at least 15 feet
high.

The author suggests continued experimentation with different designs in different areas
of the city. City projects which remove large trees and/or snags in potential bat habitat can help
mitigate any negative effects by putting up properly designed, built, and located bat boxes. If
monitoring with a bat detector is not feasible, guano catch-basins can be improvised and attached
under the roosting area and checked occasionally to confirm bat usage. Projects with water and
large trees on site would be best. At the time of writing, the BES Stevens Creek Confluence
Project and Brownwoods Project are potential locations.

III. Project staffing:
For safety and equipment reasons, a minimum of two people are required for field
monitoring. To continue the monitoring program in the fashion suggested, utilizing one staff
member and volunteers to survey five sites, would require:
• Initial eight hours on learning software
• Six hours per week to survey (additional time would be required for volunteer
recruitment)
• 10-12 hours per month on database updates
• 12 hours per month on research
Increasing the number of sites or number of nights for monitoring would add three hours
per night, depending on logistics, and a small increase in time spent on identification and data
entry.

IV. Equipment:
Below is a list of equipment to be purchased or borrowed for the 2009 surveying season.
A brief description of why the equipment is suggested follows.
•

Thermometer – A decent thermometer which quickly measures air temperature at the
start and finish of each 25 minute monitoring section is important. Bats are sensitive to
changes in temperature. This information would provide additional data. During the 2008
season, monitors used two air thermometers and a water thermometer. Data were not
consistent enough to be considered.
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•

•
•
•

AnaBat detectors - Monitoring a city with one detector is inefficient. More detectors
cover more area and gather more data. The AnaBat II model used by Perkins (Perkins
report) may be cheaper than the SD1 model, but would require some additional
equipment and software. Staff would need to set up and learn a new detector model.
Red beam head lamp – A red head lamp allows monitors to write notes in the dark and
not be blinded with a white light.
City vehicle – A dedicated city vehicle would remove the necessary and repeated search
for a vehicle to utilize for monitoring. Using a private vehicle is strongly discouraged as
monitors are out in parks late at night.
Urban Forestry Cherry Picker – On sites where bats may be flying too high for the
detector to reach, monitoring from an elevated platform could prove useful. In 2008, bats
were seen flying out of range of the detector at Marshall Park and Pier Park.

V. Mist netting:
Mist netting is the most accurate way to identify bat species, though some species still
remain indistinguishable when caught and measured. Mist netting involves locating a catch net
over a water body where bats fly. The netting is ‘invisible’ to bats, which fly into it and are
caught. A person must retrieve the bat and make measurements to determine species. Bats which
do not often fly low over water (e.g. Big Brown Bats) are rarely caught.
This method requires special training for staff members. Staff must be trained to handle
and measure bats, and must have pre-exposure rabies shots prior to training. The netting must be
purchased and stored. Though the intensive training is free at this time, the cost of equipment for
this type of bat monitoring is prohibitive.

Conclusion
With seven of ten bat species on state, regional, or federal watch lists, there is a
possibility of several species being listed as Threatened or Endangered in the future. The
Terrestrial Ecology Enhancement Strategy (TEES) has identified all seven watch list species as
“Species of Concern.” One goal of the TEES is to gather information about species and their
habitats now and make recommendations that can reduce the possibility of a species being listed
in the future. The intent of this study is to provide data and information for this purpose.
Monitoring different sites around the city in succeeding years will provide an understanding of
how bats use the urban environments. At the moment, very little information exists to inform
municipalities on bats.
This study found that the three species that are not TEES Special Status Species are
common throughout the study sites. Of the seven Special Status Species, three were not found at
all, and four were found in three or fewer sites (see Figure 2.) This shows that population trends
for these species in the city matches the trends on the larger regional scale. It is important to
learn what influences these trends in the city and what can be done to enhance bat populations,
whether through preservation or restoration, or both. Continued monitoring in future years in
different habitat types, including neighborhoods, can best provide for this.
Current evaluation and future planning should consider sites from an ecological
perspective, i.e. how the bats see the site, rather than how humans see them. In a highly
urbanized environment, parks play an important role. This study found that habitat elements in
monitored developed parks to be of a similar importance to bats as those in natural area parks,
but few bats utilizing urban neighborhoods. The habitat functions of multi-layered tree canopies,
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shrub and forb layers, and water bodies provide the essentials of bat habitat – food, shelter, and
water. It is probable that bats are using a larger area for all of their needs rather than just one site
in particular, so it is important that we think about bat habitat on a neighborhood level, rather
than an individual park level. Increasing the city’s large native tree, and shrub and forb cover in
neighborhoods will benefit many species, including bats.
To continue the monitoring, volunteers can be utilized to reduce the need for city staff. At
least one staff member is required to train volunteers and collect and interpret data, but much of
the field work can be done by volunteers. In this study, volunteers became proficient with the
AnaBat SD1 in one monitoring session. The hardships of monitoring until 11 pm or 12 pm in the
height of mosquito season will require a dedicated set of volunteers, but such volunteers are
likely to be found in the area.
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Mark Perkins survey results within City of Portland- reference Perkins, 2002-03
Little Brown
Bat M.
lucifugus
Willamette River Watershed
Creston Park
Grant Park
Laurelhurst Park
Rose City Golf Course
Mt Tabor Reservoir
Washington Park
Audubon Sanctuary
Forest Park road
Oaks Bottom Wildlife Refuge
Forest Park Dam

X

Big Brown
Bat E.
fuscus

California
Yuma
Silver-haired Long-eared Long-legged Fringed
Hoary Bat
Myotis M.
Myotis M.
Bat L.
Myotis M.
Myotis M.
Myotis M.
L. cinereus
californicus
yumanensis noctivagan
evotis
volans
thysanodes

X
X

Tryon Creek Watershed
ryon Creek State Natural Are
Fanno Creek Watershed
Redtailed Golf Course
Fanno-Alpenrose
PCC Sylvania

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

Johnson Creek Watershed
Beggars Tick
Reed College Pond
Powell Butte
Columbia Slough Watershed
Colwood Golf Course
Columbia-Edge Golf Course
Delta Park
Glendoveer Golf Course
Kelly Point Park
Smith & Bybee Wetlands

Townsend's
Big-eared
Bat C.
townsendii

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

Appendix 1. Mark Perkins survey results within the City of Portland.
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General Characteristics of Metro-Portland's Bat Species
Wingspan Call range
Big Brown bat-EPFU

~13 in.

25-30khz

Silver-haired batLANO

~10 in.

25-30khz

Little Brown batMYLU

~10 in.

40khz

Long-eared myotisMYEV

~10 in.

40khz

California myotisMYCA

~9 in.

50khz

Yuma myotis-MYYU

~9 in.

50khz

Hoary bat -LACI

~15 in.

Flight

Forages

Over water, trails, Man-made structures,
meadows
forest tree cavities.
Slow

Forest understory, Cavities in trees, loose
riparian zones,
bark, caves/mines,
canopy
structures
Forests, riparian
zones

Low over
water, land

Open water,
riparian zone

16-20khz Fast, strong zones, meadows,
open water

Fringed myotisMYTH

~11 in.

Townsend's bigeared bat-COTO

~12.5 in.

40khz

Type

Eats

Fur color

Med. speed,
Crevices in structures,
Beetles, ants,
Generalists, water,
steady, 6caves/mines, under Colony 20+ flies, mosquitoes, Dark brn/blk
land, edge, forest
10m high
tree-bark.
moths.
Forest trees,
Moths, flies,
Glossy
Very slow,
Tree cavities, loose
clearings, ponds,
Single
mosquitoes, ants, black, white
often low
bark, in snags, >15m
roads
crickets.
tipped fur

Forests, riparian

Long-legged myotis~10.5 in.
MYVO

Day Roost

Rapid, direct
flight

Open water,
riparian zone
Riparian zone,
meadows

25khz
Look for large
ears

Mostly moths

Small
groups

Aquatic insects,
flies, moths,
beetles.
Moths, small
ground/flying
insects

Glossy
brown
Shiny brown

Crevices in forest,
Small
Small moths, flies, Dull brown,
caves/mines, mangroups
mosquitoes
black mask
made structures
Moths,
Crevices in structures, Groups or
Dull brown
mosquitoes,
caves/mines, loose
large
midges, mayflies
bark
colony
Foliage edge in
decid.&conif.
Cavities/crevices in
large conif. snags,
caves/mines
Crevices in conif.
snags, caves/mines,
structures.
Caves/mines/structure
s in mixed forests

Family
groups
Small
colony
Small
colony

Moths,
mosquitoes,
grasshoppers,

Whit/brn fur;
black mask

Mostly moths, soft Red/brn to
bodied insects
black
Moths, crickets,
beetles, spiders

Red/brn to
brn

Mostly moths

Gray/brn

Appendix 2. General Characteristics Sheet.
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Notes:

Location:
Site:
Date:

S/F Time (PM):

Weather/Wind:

S/F Temp (Cel.):

Call #:

Flying (height):

Surroundings:

Roost (where):

Unknown:

Description:

Appendix 3. Field Data Sheet.
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Appendix 4. Database
Bat Species
MYLU
EPFU
LACI*
LANO*
MYYU*
MYCA
MYVO*
MYEV*
MYTH*
COTO*

Little Brown bat (Myotis lucifugus)
Big Brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus)
Hoary bat (Lasiurus cinerus)
Silver-haired bat (Lasionycteris noctivagans)
Yuma myotis (Myotis yumanensis)
California myotis (Myotis californicus)
Long-legged myotis (Myotis volans)
Long-eared myotis (Myotis evotis)
Fringed myotis (Myotis thysanodes)
Townsend's big-eared bat (Corynorhinus
townsendii)

Special Status Species *

Pier Park
Surroundings:

Industrial/urbanized park near Columbia River highway, close to the Columbia Slough

North Meadow:

Grass meadow surrounded by medium height maples, tall doug firs, and urban apartment complex

SE Meadow:

Grass meadow surrounded by medium height maples, tall cottonwoods, tall doug firs, and urban apartment
complex

Path:

Ball field to pool. Ball field edged by douglas firs and sequoias. Pathway lined with maples and doug firs,
wlll lit with street lamps. Pool edged with tall doug firs, slightly lit.

* indicates High confidence
** indicates Medium confidence
*** indicates Low confidence
Date:

Time:
Species
EPFU
LANO
LACI
MYLU
MYCA
MYVO
MYSP
25 kHz
Total calls:
Notes:
N. Meadow:

Path:

25-Sep-08
N. Meadow
7:01-7:26

Pier Park
S. Meadow

Path
7:28-7:50

Weather/Wind
Cloudy and cool

1*1***
1***
1*

2
2

0

1

multiple bats seen at eastern quadrant of the N Meadow. Bats flying
near top of canopy. Flying in loops and dives (feeding buzz's)
one bat was recorded but not seen
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SE Meadow:
Date:

Time:
Species
EPFU
LANO
LACI
MYLU
MYCA
MYYU
MYEV
MYVO
MYTH
COTO
MYSP
25 kHz
50 kHz
Unidentified
Total Calls:

no bats were seen or recorded
31-Jul-08
N. Meadow
9:47-10:10

Pier Park
S. Meadow
9:13-9:38

Path
8:45-9:08

1*1***
1***

1**1***
1***

1**

3

3

2

5

3

2

Weather/Wind
warm muggy and slightly breezy

Notes:
N. Meadow:

1 bat seen and recorded in flight (EPFU). 4 other calls (25 kHz) came from Maple trees and 1 Cherry tree.

Path:

2 calls recorded flying high over the ball field. 1 call at the tree top level on the field edge.

S. Meadow:

1 bat seen and recorded ~30' over the meadow. No bats were seen for the other calls

Date:

Time:
Species
EPFU
LANO
LACI
MYLU
MYCA
MYEV
MYVO
MYTH
COTO
MYSP
25 kHz
50 kHz
Unidentified
Total Calls
Notes:
N. Meadow:

17-Jul-08
N. Meadow
8:45-9:15

Pier Park
S. Meadow
9:50-10:15

2*2***
2***

5***
5***

2

3

Path
9:20-9:40

Weather/Wind
clear warm and no wind

5

1
5

5

5

Bats seen possibly coming out of douglas fir. Temp a little cooler
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Path:

Lots of bats seen over ball field. No bats along path or at pool.

S. Meadow:

bats not seen, either high overhead or roosting in large cottonwood.

Date:

3-Jul-08
N. Meadow

Time:
Species
EPFU
LANO
LACI
MYLU
MYCA
MYYU
MYEV
MYVO
MYTH
COTO
MYSP
25 kHz
50 kHz
Unidentified
Total Calls:

Pier Park
S. Meadow
9:04-9:30
1*5***
5***
1*

1*

Path

Weather/Wind
Clear and calm

1*4***
4***
1*

4

6

1

1

6

17

4

5

Notes:
N Meadow:

Calls came from medium height, full canopied Maple at the edge of doug fir forest

Path:

probable roosting sites in lower branches of doug firs and maples

S. Meadow:

Bats seen emerging/hunting in doug fir canopy. Some ~20' above the meadow. The calls appeared different
between
the doug firs and the maple

Whitaker Ponds
Surroundings:
Ball Field:

Baseball field ~100' from large pond, it is surronded by deciduous trees, mostly cottonwoods. Near industrial area.

Neighborhood:

Bridge over the Columbia Slough near industrial area.

Dock:

Dock extending 20' into large pond surrounded by shrubby vegetation and cottonwoods

* indicates High confidence
** indicates Medium confidence
*** indicates Low confidence
Date:

Time:
Species
EPFU
LANO

6-Aug-08
Ball Field
9:30-9:55
1****
1****

Whitaker Ponds
Dock
Neighborhood
8:58-9:23
8:31-8:56

Weather/Wind
Clear warm and calm

1**
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LACI
MYLU
MYCA
MYYU
MYEV
MYVO
MYTH
COTO
MYSP
25 kHz
50 kHz
Unidentified
Total Calls:

2*

2*1**

2

2
1

5

6

0

Notes:
1st bat @ 8:45 pm over slough (very high).

Ball field:

25 kHz bat unseen. Possibly LACI due to time (darkness). MYLU possibly roosting in cottonwoods along 3rd base
line.

Neighborhood:

Bats seen over slough but no calls were detected.

Dock:

25 kHz over open water. MYLU seemed to be feeding along vegetated pond edge

Date:

Time:
Species
EPFU
LANO
LACI
MYLU
MYCA
MYYU
MYEV
MYVO
MYTH
COTO
MYSP
25 kHz
50 kHz
Unknown
Total Calls:

23-Jul-08
Ball Field
8:47-9:12
2*5**

Whitaker Ponds
Dock
Neighborhood
9:17-9:42
9:49-10:14

Weather/Wind
Clear cool and no wind

5*1***
1***
6*
1*
1***
1*

1

5
5

1

5
7

20

1

Notes:
1st bat @ 9:00 over ball field.
Ball field:

Many bats were seen flying over the outfield, possibly 15 in all. Hard to distinguish calls between EPFU and LANO

Neighborhood:

Bat was recorded on west side of bridge over Columbia Slough. Not seen.

Dock:

Woah! This one was insane. There were a lot of bats flying around. Almost every recording had multiple calls.
Some calls were together others were one after the other.
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Date:

9-Jul-08
Ball Field

Time:
Species
EPFU
LANO
LACI
MYLU
MYCA
MYYU
MYEV
MYVO
MYTH
COTO
MYSP
25 kHz
50 kHz
Unidentified
Total Calls:

Whitaker Ponds
Dock
Neighborhood

9:30-9:55
10:34-11:00

8:59-9:25
10:00-10:25

1***
1***

3**1***
3**1***

2*
1*
1*

2*

11:09-12:00

Weather/Wind
clear and calm

1*
1*1***

1***

1
1

1
1
1
3

5

13

5

Notes:
This was a 3 hour monitoring event. Two rounds were monitored at each site.
1st bat seen @ 9:20
Ball field:

Bats when seen, were recorded over baseball field. Round 2 no bats were seen.

Neighborhood:

Very hard to decipher calls. Bat was roosting in a tree on the west side of the bridge.
Leaves and branches are likely cause of distorted calls.

Dock:

All bats seen flying over water in the first round. No bats were seen in the second round

Whitaker Slough
Surroundings:
Slow moving water. Riparian zone with cottonwoods, few maples. Part of the riparian
zone was a restoration area. Monitoring area was from bridge (43rd) to ~70 yards
downstream to the first small
riffle.
* indicates High confidence
** indicates Medium confidence
*** indicates Low confidence
Date:

1-Oct-08
Whitaker Slough

Time:
Species
EPFU
LANO
LACI
MYLU

6:44-7:30

Weather/Wind
Clear and calm

1*

2*1***
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MYCA
MYYU
MYEV
MYVO
MYTH
COTO
MYSP
25 kHz
50 kHz
Unidentified

1*2***
2*1***

Total Calls:

11

2
1
1

Notes:
50 kHz roost in maple tree. Recorded a few 50 kHz bats over water near bridge. There are some nice
snags along this section. This site is not advised for monitoring, the water levels are to shallow for night
time navigation.

Westmoreland Park
Surroundings:
Giant
Sequoias:

Developed urban park setting with ball fields.

Near casting pond within a developed park. Tall Sequoias near maples and baseball field (with large lights)

Neighborhood:

Urban neighborhood with a few small trees. 20th between Lambert and Rex.

Noth Pond:

Developed park with duck pond. Surrounded by medium height deciduous trees (birch?).
Small bridge at north end with stream feeding into pond

* indicates High confidence
** indicates Medium confidence
*** indicates Low confidence
Date:

Time:
Species
EPFU
LANO
LACI
MYLU
MYCA
MYYU
MYEV
MYVO
MYTH
COTO
MYSP
25 kHz
50 kHz
Unknown
Total Calls

24-Sep-08

Sequoias
7:03-7:28

Westmoreland Park
Crystal
Springs
N. Pond
8:10-8:30
7:43-8:09

Weather/Wind
Cloudy and cool

1*

2*
1*

2

2*
1*
7*

2*

1
1

3

13

Notes:
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N. Pond:

multiple bats recorded over north pond, few seen. Bats fly over whole
pond except when wind riffles surface. When this happens bats
congregate north of footbridge. Footbridge used as night roost.

Sequoias:

Multiple MYLU were seen flying amongst north sequoia tree group.
believed to day roost here

Crystal
Springs:

picked up large reading from an inground pump, no bats
near the pumps. South of pumps near footbridge equidistant to midway
to the casting pond, recorded 50kHz making loops along springs.

Date:

30-Jul-08
Sequoias

Time:
Species
EPFU
LANO
LACI
MYLU
MYCA
MYYU
MYEV
MYVO
MYTH
COTO
MYSP
25 kHz
50 kHz
Unknown
Total Calls

8:47-9:12

Westmoreland Park
Neighborhood
N. Pond
10:009:28-9:53
10:25

C. Springs

Weather/Wind
Clear with a slight breeze

1***
1***
2***
1***

1*

1
1

6

3

0

1

1

7

2

Notes:
1st bat @ 8:55pm
Sequoias:

Bats could have come from maples. 25 kHz flying on wind protected side of Sequoias.
Many MYSP flying within the sequoia group.

Neighborhood:

2 calls heard but not recorded

N. Pond:

Bats flying low over pond and stream. Seen drinking. Pond surface smooth. Many, many bats.

Riparian:

We recorded a MYLU in the riparian zone between the park and the neighborhood by request of park staff.

Date:

16-Jul-08
Sequoias

Time:
Species
EPFU
LANO
LACI
MYLU

9:52-10:17

Westmoreland Park
Neighborhood
N. Pond
8:55-9:20

9:30-9:50

2*1***
1***

4*

7*

9*

Weather/Wind
Clear warm and calm- clear cool and light
breeze
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MYCA
MYYU
MYEV
MYVO
MYTH
COTO
MYSP
25 kHz
50 kHz
Unknown
Total calls:

2*
1*

3
1

15
1

2

2

15

0

25

Notes:
1st bat @ 9:22, Crystal Springs and Lambert
Sequoias:

Neighborhood:
N. Pond:

Bats utilized Sequoias more than other areas. Sequioas that are closer together are more utilized.
No bats seen or
recorded.
Most bats at spring enty to pond by the bridge. All calls recorded over water
Most calls were very hard to distinguish. Most were 40 kHz and above

Date:

Time:
Species
EPFU
LANO
LACI
MYLU
MYCA
MYYU
MYEV
MYVO
MYTH
COTO
MYSP
25 kHz
50 kHz
Unknown
Total Calls:

2-Jul-08
Sequoias
9:39-10:04

Westmoreland Park
Neighborhood
N. Pond
10:28-10:50
9:04-9:28

Weather/Wind
cloudy warm and breezy

4*1**2***
2***
3*1***
1***

1*

1
1

1*

6

1
7

1

14

Notes:
Sequoias:

Bats only among sequoias, no bats above casting pond or within the pines and cedars

Neighborhood:

One bat flew high overhead.

N. Pond:

Bats seen flying over pond, meadow, and among the deciduous trees to the west of the pond

Oaks Bottom
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Surroundings:
Meadow:

Grass meadow surrounded by cottonwoods

Frog Pond:

Mixed grassland surrounded by mixed cottonwoods. Seasonal frog pond

Neighborhood:

SE 15th between Ellis and Knight. Urban neighborhood with medium density. Lots of tall trees

* indicates High confidence
** indicates Medium confidence
*** indicates Low confidence
Date:

Time:
Species
EPFU
LANO
LACI
MYLU
MYCA
MYYU
MYEV
MYVO
MYTH
COTO
MYSP
25 kHz
50 kHz
Unidentified

26-Sep-08

Meadow
7:27-7:52

Neighborhood

1

1

1

0

3 bats were seen flying high and out of range of the detector
1 was recorded when came low enough

Meadow:

1 call recorded but bats were rarely seen. Large intervals of time
between calls suggest only 1 or 2 bats making loops

Neighborhood:

no more neighborhood monitoring

Date:

Time:
Species
EPFU
LANO
LACI
MYLU
MYCA
MYYU
MYEV
MYVO

Weather/Wind

1*

Total Calls
Notes:
Frog Pond:

Oaks
Bottom
Frog Pond
6:59-7:24

21-Aug-08

Meadow
7:57-8:24
3*1***
1***
2*

Oaks
Bottom
Frog Pond
8:28-8:53

Neighborhood
9:07-9:32

5*4***
4***

1*

1*1**

1*

Weather/Wind
Calm cloudy to sight breeze; warm
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MYTH
COTO
MYSP
25 kHz
50 kHz
Unidentified
Total Calls

1

5

1

6

11

3

Notes:
1st bat @ 8:18 over the meadow
Rained all week and morning of monitoring
Frog Pond:

No calls in SE corner (usually lots of calls).
Bats were chasing one another, thought we heard bats
MYLU over pond

Meadow:

thought to be LACI doing laps around meadow

Neighborhood:

25 kHz thought to be in Sequioa or redwood (might have flown into it).
near 15th and Ramona
MYSP possibly roosting in large maple near 15th and Ramona

Date:

Time:
Species
EPFU
LANO
LACI
MYLU
MYCA
MYYU
MYEV
MYVO
MYTH
COTO
MYSP
25 kHz
50 kHz
Unknown
Total Calls

24-Jul-08

Meadow

Oaks
Bottom
Frog Pond

9:21-9:46 10:5511:20

9:49-10:14
11:23-11:48

6*4***
1*4***
11*
3*1**

1*2***
1*2***
1*

1
9

2

Neighborhood
8:48-9:13
10:23-10:48

Weather/Wind
Clear and no
wind

3

1
25

9

3

Notes:
Frog Pond :

1st round
2nd round:

bats recorded at extreme NE of frog pond in mixed
trees/grassland
Bats recorded at tree line along SE corner, thought to be in snags

Meadow:

1st round
2nd round:

tons of mosquitos. It looked like LACI attacked EPFU. Bats seen flying into
snags.
bats unseen

Neighborhood:

1st round

No
recordings
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2nd round:

bats recorded but not seen

the same LACI may have been flying circles in the meadow which accounts for the large number of calls

Date:

Time:
Species
EPFU
LANO
LACI
MYLU
MYCA
MYYU
MYEV
MYVO
MYTH
COTO
MYSP
25 kHz
50 kHz
Unidentified
Total Calls

10-Jul-08

Meadow
9:30-9:55

Oaks
Bottom
Frog Pond
9:00-9:25

Neighborhood
10:13-10:36

6*2***1**
2***
2*
1*

1

11

0

0

Notes:
Frog Pond:

Quite breezy, possibly to breezy for bats to fly

Meadow:

Breeze less noticable.

Neighborhood:

One bat seen, but no calls recorded. Breezy

Date:

26-Jun-08

Meadow
Time:
Species
EPFU
LANO
LACI
MYLU
MYCA
MYYU
MYEV
MYVO
MYTH
COTO
MYSP
25 kHz
50 kHz
Unidentified
Total Calls

Weather/Wind
Clear and breezy

Oaks
Bottom
Frog Pond
9:04-9:30

Neighborhood

Weather/Wind
Clear and calm

1
1

2
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Notes:
The Anabat only picked up one of the calls
We assumed to see and hear EPFU and MYLU
Date:

12-Jun-08

Meadow
Time:
Species
EPFU
LANO
LACI
MYLU
MYCA
MYYU
MYEV
MYVO
MYTH
COTO
MYSP
25 kHz
50 kHz
Unidentified

Oaks
Bottom
Frog Pond

Neighborhood

Weather/Wind

2*

1

Total Calls:

3

Notes:
EPFU LANO or both were recorded. This was the first monitoring event, just trying to work out the kinks.

Marshall Park
Surroundings:

North Trail:
South Trail:
Rain Garden:

Riparian Zone-Cedar/Dougla Fir overstory; maple/hazlenut understory; patches of groundcover
Mixed deciduous/coniferous upland; maple/cedar/fir
Stormwater rain garden in low density urban neighborhood with an edge of tall doug firs

* indicates High confidence
** indicates Medium confidence
*** indicates Low confidence
Date:

30-Aug-08
Marshall Park
North Trail

Time:

South Trail

Rain Garden

Weather/Wind
Cool calm

Species
EPFU
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LANO
LACI
MYLU
MYCA
MYYU
MYEV
MYVO
MYTH
COTO
MYSP
25 kHz
50 kHz
Unidentified
Total Calls:

0

0

0

Notes:
There were no bats seen and no calls recorded

Date:

Time:

5-Aug-08
North Trail

Marshall Park
South Trail

Rain Garden

9:07-9:32
10:37-11:02

8:32-8:57
10:10-10:35

9:34-9:59
11:07-11:32

Weather/Wind

Clear and calm

Species
EPFU
LANO

1**

LACI
MYLU

2***

3***

MYCA

1*3***

MYYU
MYEV
MYVO
MYTH
COTO
MYSP
25 kHz

1

50 kHz

1

3

Unidentified
Total Calls:

0

5

4

Notes:
3 hour monitoring evern
North Trail:

Hoary recorded in snag behind playground.
Probable little brown in open area above playground- not good recording

South Trail:

No bats seen. MYLU recorded in thick canopy most likely alders/cottonwood
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MYCA recorded in riparian corridor, most likely in maple/cedar
Rain Garden:
Date:

Time:
Species
EPFU
LANO
LACI
MYLU
MYCA
MYYU
MYEV
MYVO
MYTH
COTO
MYSP
25 kHz
50 kHz
Unidentified
Total Calls

Calls hard to distinguish. Probable hoary due to after dark recording
22-Jul-08
North Trail
9:26-9:51

Marshall Park
South Trail
10:02-10:27

0

0

Rain Garden
8:54-9:19

Weather/Wind
Cloudy, cool, no wind

0

Notes:
Quite cool.
North Trail:

50 kHz read in maple at south end of playground clearing. No calls recorded

South Trail:

No bats seen or heard

Rain Garden:

No bats seen or heard

Date:

Time:
Species
EPFU
LANO
LACI
MYLU
MYCA
MYYU
MYEV
MYVO
MYTH
COTO
MYSP
25 kHz
50 kHz
Unidentified
Total Calls

15-Jul-08
North Trail
8:55-9:25

Marshall Park
South Trail
9:40-9:55

Rain Garden
10:15-10:39

Weather/Wind
Clear and calm

1*
8*

1

11

0

0
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Notes:
1st bat seen @ 9:15 at top of canopy
North Trail:

Bats recorded flying above playground and roosting in maples along trail

South Trail:

No bat seen. Noticibly more humid and warm

Rain Garden:

No bats seen or recorded

Date:

8-Jul-08
Marshall Park
South Trail

North Trail

Rain Garden

Time:
Species
EPFU
LANO
LACI
MYLU
MYCA
MYYU
MYEV
MYVO
MYTH
COTO
MYSP
25 kHz
50 kHz
Unidentified
Total Calls

0

0

Weather/Wind
warm and calm

0

Notes:
2 calls were heard, but the PDA ran out of batteries. No calls were recorded.

Kelly Point
Surroundings:
Between bridge and confluence of Columbia River
* indicates High
confidence
** indicates Medium confidence
*** indicates Low confidence
Date:

7-Oct-08
Kelly
Point

Time:
Species
EPFU
LANO
LACI
MYLU

7:05-7:25

Weather/Wind
clear, cold, humid

1*
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MYCA
MYYU
MYEV
MYVO
MYTH
COTO
MYSP
25 kHz
50 kHz
Unidentified
Total Calls

1

Notes:
1 bat seen flying fast into riparian zone
there was a lot of noise from the ship being loaded/unloaded
2 calls from 1st parking lot heard but recordings did not come out
Date:

23-Sep-08
Kelly
Point

Time:
Species
EPFU
LANO
LACI
MYLU
MYCA
MYYU
MYEV
MYVO
MYTH
COTO
MYSP
25 kHz
50 kHz
Unidentified

7:05-7:25

Total Calls

1

Weather/Wind
Clear and chilly

1*

Notes:
Monitoring started at boat launch. 2 bats were seen flying at riparian zone. No bats were seen
over water. Bats were detected in trees of 1st parking lot. No bats were seen or recorded at the
confluence, very light and very noisy from industrial mill
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